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Let {X(t), t 20) be a centred nonstationary Gaussian process with EX*( t) = Cot’” for some 
C~>0,O<cr~1,a~~d~~=l/~(a~)(2(logT/a~+loglogT) . “* In this paper the a.s. asymptotic 
behaviour of I(T,a,)P,- as T-m is studied where I( T, aT) = 
sup(lX(r’)-X(f)I:Ocfcr’~T,t ‘- t IE aT}. The results obtained extend work done by M. Csiirgij 
and P. R&v&z for the Wiener process. 
A.M.S. 1980 Subject Classification: Primary: 60F1.5; Secondary 60GlS. 6OG17. 
increments of Gaussian processes * increments of Erownian motion * Gaussian processes with 
stationary increments 
1. Introductiolr 
Let {X(t), d 2 0) be a centred Gaussian process with stationary increments and 
X(0) = 0 a.s. We assume that 
a2(h)=E(X(t+h)-X(r))2=EX2(h)=Coh”” (1) 
for 0 < (;Y < 1 and some constant Co > 0. This condition implies that the process has 
continuous paths with probability one ([4]). 
For T > 0 let uT be a nondecreasing function of T such that 0 < a~ s T and aT/ T 
is nonincreasing. We define 
Z(71 a,,)= sup IX(t’)-X(t)l. 
OS [<r’s ‘I 
f’--lS07 
Our interest in this work will be centred on the asymptotic behaviour of these 
objects as T+ a. In [2] (see also [3]> M. Csiirg6 and P. Rivksz proved that if w(t) 
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is the standard Wiener Process (i.e. (Y = 5, C,, = 1) then 
limsup H( T, aT)& = limsup sup I WC T-t S) - W( T)IP7- 
‘I *x I‘+02 0s ss “T 
= limsup sup 
T-eat (Jr=> I” T- a7 
= limsup 1 W( T+ ~2~) - W( T)I& = 1 
T-W 
where all equalities hold with probability one and 8-l = g(aT j : T 
(2 log(i T log 7-)/ar-))“2. We prove in the next section that a similar result holds 
for Gaussian processes atisfying the conditions described above. We also consider 
increments of the type I( x ffT) and prove analogous results. 
The methods used in the proofs are frequently similar to those in [2,3] and many 
details will not be reproduced. In what follows Const denotes a constant that may 
vary from line to line and 1,4(x) = (l/k% x) exp(-x2/2). 
2. Mesults 
Ail the processes considered in this section satisfy the conditions stated in Section 
I. WC start with two lemmas that will be needed for Theorem 1. The first is a 
well-known inequality due to X. Fcrnique [4]. which is quoted without proof. 
f.crniquc’\ inequality is used ir, the proof c~f the next result, tvhich is similar to 
an :incquality of CsJiirg6 and R~v~sz ([3, Lemma I]). 
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Proof. Let S > 0 be given, x 2 e and define N = (2,/6)“*/t-‘. Then 
P{I(T, h)>(l+G)xa(h)} 
<AIT P sup IX(s)j>xcr<h) 
[{ I { 
+P sup IX(s)1 > xa( l/N) II . (I=- *’ 11 Oc-r-;. I/N (2) 
We shall use Lemma 1 to obtain a bound for both probabilities. Let d > 0 and 
define Y(t) = X( [A), t E [0, 11. Then Y(t) is a centred, continuous Gaussi:ln process 
with E( Y(t) - Y(S))” d a’(jt-sld) and EY”(~‘~s az(d). Therefore, if L’* 
(4 log n)“‘, we have 
where 
4 x 
F(n,A)=l+----- 
J 
cT(A/) du s 1 + 2 
a(A) 1 arm log n’ 
Therefore if x = v( 1+2/an” log n) we get 
P SUP IX(sjl>xa(d) 
()C.S..J 
S Const n’$(.u)exp ( 2ax’n (1 log n +2x? ---’ (.2+ lCYnrr log )I)’ > - 
Let now n=x”‘“/(logx)““, then v~(410gn)“‘and2x2/(2+cun” logn~‘-+O.The 
remaining term in the exponent converges to 1 as X+M and therefore 
{ I Pi P SUP IX(S)1 ‘3 xu(3) GConst (log xy 9(x). (I- \- 3 
Using this inequality twice in (2) we obtain 
x 
J : 01 
(2) S Const NT 
(log x)2,“k 
Now put z = x( 1 + S), then 
Finally, choosing 6 = l/z, the proof is finished. Cl 
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In the case (Y = 1 z our inequality is far from the best possible. Recently P. RCvesz 
has s’hown ([8]) that there are constants 0 < C, d C2 < 00 such that 
c JWT, hPd’hz&, 
I“ (T/h)z2$(z) - -’ 
Theorenu 1. limsupT,, I( T, aT)& s 1 U.S. 
Proof. Let Tk = Ok, 8 > 1 and E > 0. Using the previous inequality one can show that 
and an application of Borel-Cantelli gives 
Suppose T E [ Tk, Tk + ,), then 
I(T, QT@,.~ I(Tk+,, @;+,)PTi = I( Tk+,, a,;c,)P_lr~,(P-~,/Pr,,,). 
Since ( P,,/P-~~~ ,) can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing 0 close to 1, and 
F ., 0 is arbitrary, the theorem follows. Cl 
Before looking at the converse we need a couple of lemmas, the first of which is 
only an adaptation of the well-knov*n lemmas of Berman [I] and Plackett and 
Slepian [6, X]. quoted without a proof. 
Lemma 3 (Berman, Plackett ., Slepian). Let {X,, j .= 1. . . . , n} be centred, stutionury 
Ckussiun r.v.‘s with EX; = 1 for all j and EX,_X, = r;,. Let II’ = [c. 00) and 1,’ = 
(-x,c). IfC,ER, j= 1,. . . , n denote by F, thr event (Xi E IF;} where F] is either + 1 
or -1. Let K c{l,. . . , n}, then: 
(if P(n,k K F,} is an increasing function of rij if e,F, = + 1. Otherwise it is decreasing. 
(iif !f(K,.l=l,..., s} is a partition of K then 
If{? 5}-,‘~,~{,?;6}iS,. ,T ,,,_,,, ~~!,~,,,jr,/~(cl.(;:r~) 
where +( .Y. _y: r) is the standard biL)ariate Galtssia,l density with correlatiorl r artd rz 
is a nrmber betweet 0 and r,, 
The proof of the following version of the Borel-Cantelli lemma can be found in 
17I 
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thm P( A, i.o.) = 1. 
We now turn to the lower bound. Let p = lim T+K2 aT/ T and define an increasing 
sequence (Tk,kal) by T,=l, Tk-a, = Tk__, for k > 1 if p < 1. Consider the 
random variables defined by Yk = (X( Tk) - X( Tk - a,))/a(a7*), which satisfy 
EY,=O,EYf=l. For E>O given let Ak={Yk>&}, where hk=(l--~)ik and 
ik = P;+(a& 
Theorem 2. limsup,. .+,P IX(T)-X(T-n,)Ip,.? 1 as. 
Proof. If p = 1 then necessarily a T = T, 1X( ‘7’) -X( T- a7.)/ = 1X( T)I and the result 
was proved by Qrey [5]. Suppose p < 1, as in ([;I, p. 33) we have that C 7 P( A,,) = ocj, 
and we need only show that (ii) of the previous lemma holds. By Lemma 3, 11 
EYjY, d 0 then P(A, n Ak) G P(A,)P( Ak) and (ii) evidently holds; this is true if 
0 < a d 4 in (1). Therefore we only have to consider the case : < a < 1. Suppose 
ksj+3. 
where 
k-~l 
P= 1 (1-J;, Q L= a.,;, K = azIi, 
j+l 
G( U, V) = (P+ I/ + V)2m -(P+ U)2’r -(I’+ v)““. 
By Taylor’s theorem, 
G(Q,R)=-P’“+2n(2a-l)QRP”” “+S 
where 
S= 
2a(2tu - 1)(2a -2) 
3! 
((Q+R)-7(P+7f?+7G)7fr J 
for some 0 c r< 1. It is eas;; to see that 
s< 2a(2a - 1)(2-24 
3! 
@(P+ 7Q)“’ ’ and 
whence 
, (3) 
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Since p < 1 we may assume, without loss of generality, that a, < 1, and then 
T,( 1 -a,) d Tk_, which implies uTk 6 (1 - a,)-‘~~,_, and 
as long as kaj+3. 
We can now turn to the proof of (ii). Lemma 3 shows that P(Ajn Ak)- 
P(Aj)f’(Ak) d rjk4(hj, h/c; $c) with rjk = EYjYks For our purpose it is enough to 
consider, for some fixed m, 
5 ‘i’(P(AjnAk)-J~)!A])P(Ak)) 
k = ,,I I= I 
where YE. = #,k ‘l/i I 0) . We start with 
but ~,~itf 5 C’onst y;‘. ‘AZ, S Const Akz. Let 6: 0, then, choosing 1~2 appropriately 
(but fixed) the sum we are consklering is 
(4) 
\4hCFC I’ .- 1 is the maximum t)f tht: con\~ariar~ces rrk. If B = (I - r)/2( 1 + r) we have 
;I_ I‘\. I < h,dd h 1 --- --I_; c!ip{-Bh E}. 
h ,,I , i- y; ( I - P)l. - 
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Let us consider first the sum over the indices k in the set A = {k : m s k Q n and 
hk 3 ((2/B) log k)“‘}. Then 
SConst C 
kcA 
(10gkk)“2 f P(Aj) 5 Const f P(Aj). 
j=l j=l 
(5) 
If kEA’={k: nz Q ks n and Ak <((2/B) log k)‘12} then yk <((2/B) log k)2”-” 
and if j= k-yk then, for some D>O, k<j+D(logj)2’1-” =j+si say. Changing 
the order of summation, 
n-1 i+.6 
S Const 1 -2’ A#(hj)expC-BA:} 
j=m-7,” k=;+ 1 
n- 1 ” 
d Const ,=z_,,,, Q#(Ai)exp(-BAf}~ Const C P(Aj)* 
j=l 
(6,) 
Therefore using (4), (5) and (6), given S there is an m such that 
and this is enough to prove (ii) in the case p < 1. Cl 
As an immediate conseyllence we have 
Theorem 3. Zf {X(t), t 3 0} is a Ga~sian process satisfying the corzditiorzs of the 
fi rst section, 
limsup I( K a r )/I r = limsup H( T, f~~,)/3,. 
7’ -11 T-x. 
=limsup~X(T+~~)--X(T)~/3~= I 
T-+Z 
where all equalities hold with probability one. 
In the next theore:: we show that, as in the case of the Wiener process, under 
certain additional conditions the hmsup can be replaced by a lim. 
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Theorem 4. ff Pim T,,(log T/a,,)/(log log 7’) =a fhen 
= lim sup 1 W(t+o,)- W(t#3, = 1 
T-rcc (1G/6 7’-a7 
where all equalities hold with probability one. 
Proof. Let C( T) = SLIP~)_~~ T_clT 1X( t + a,) -X(t)&. We shall prove that 
iiminf.,-,-,C( T) 2 1 as. For some 8 > 0 define T,, = (1 + S)“, 5( 7’) = [T/a,]- 1 and 
for 0~ ksc(T,,), ~3 1. The variables V( k. n) have EV( k, n) = 0, EV’( k, n) = 1 
for alI ( k. n), and it can be shown as in the proof of theorem 2 that if k 2 j+ 1, 
r,,(k, j) = EV( k, n) V(j, II)< Const(k -j)““-- ” and is negative if ad 2. Using 
Lemma 3, if a d l, 
;rnd ant’ corn argue as in [3] to show that 
If (Y ‘- ’ wc have to consider an extra term coming from (ii) of Lemma 3. Suppose 
that F is small enough so that F < 1 -CY and 2( 1 -E)‘; 1 +r where r= 
max(r,,i k, j): 11 2 1, I s k <js &( T,,)}. Then 
r,, ( k. j) __ 
(1 -~;(li,j))‘.“~~~ 
%vherc /A,, = A f, ’ I’. h I’::’ 0 lw defined by 1 -t- 1’ = 2( 1 - F I’/ 1 i- r, then the first sum 
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The second sum can be bounded by 
m UT,,, 5t.F”) 
Const C C 
rt=I k=o j=k+p, 
and by Borel-Cantelli we have that 
liminf max 1 V( k, n)lA,’ 2 1 a.s. 
,I+OT (1s k= c( I;,, 
Suppose now T,, d T < T,,, ,, then 0 s a7. -a r,, G Sa7. and therefore 
C(T)= sup IX(t+a,.)-X(r)l& 
o-. ,’ r- ‘IT 
and using Theorem 1 and the fact that fi7,+,/&-,, is arbitrarily close to one if S is 
small enough completes the proof. Q 
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